Implementing the Round Four
Maximal Order Algorithm O f is found then this element can be used to construct orthogonal idempotents and decompose the algebra as the direct sum of subalgebras of lower degree. An integral basis for the algebra can then be constructed from integral bases of the subalgebras. Denominators.
Let f = a 0 x n + a 1 x n?1 + + a n?1 x + a n with a 0 = 1, and t j = Tr( j ), so that t 0 = n. We De ne e 1 = e, e 2 = 1 ? e 1 , and for j = 1; 2 let j = x + f j Q p x].
Compute the integral bases ! j;1 ( j ); : : :! j;n j ( j )] = maxord(p; f j ; m f j ).
Return the basis e 1 ( )! 1;1 ( ); : : :; e 1 ( )! 1;n 1 ( ); e 2 ( )w 2;1 ( ); : : :; e 2 ( )! 2;n 2 ( ) ]: Initially set = = x + fQ p x].
Perform the following steps, starting over whenever is replaced.
Compute , the characteristic polynomial of .
Factorize mod p, and let be an irreducible factor of mod p.
If has more than one irreducible factor mod p, then return the basis given by decomp(p; f; m f ; ; ; ).
Compute , the discriminant of . If = 0, replace
If satis es the Dedekind criterion with respect to p, then return the basis given by dbasis(p; f; m f ; ; ; ).
If v ( ) > 0, replace decomp := proc (p, f, mf, theta, chi, nu) local pdr, pmr, ph, pk, j, n1, n2, t, v1, v2, a1, a2, b1, b2, b3, f1, f2, e, ib1, ib2, ibas;
pdr := respm(f,diff(f,x),p^mf); ### reduced resultant ### pmr := pdr*pdr*p; b1 := chi mod p; a2 := 0; b2 := 1 mod p; a1 := 1; b3 := nu mod p; while degree(b3,x) > 0 do b1 := Quo(b1,b3,x) mod p; b2 := b2*b3 mod p; b3 := Gcdex(b2,b1,x,'a1','a2') mod p ### monic ### od; e := eleval(f,a1*b2,theta); e := (pdr*e mod pdr*p) / pdr; pk := p; ph := pdr*pmr; ### E(t) -e(t) belongs to p^k*Op, which is contained in p^(k-dr)*Zp xi] while pk < ph do e := rem (e*e*(3 -2*e), f, x); pk := pk*pk; e := (pdr*e mod pdr*pk) / pdr od; f1 := gcdpm(f,pdr*(1-e),pdr*pmr); f1 := mods (f1, pmr); f2 := quo(f,f1,x); f2 := mods (f2, pmr); gcdpm := proc (f1, f2, pm) local n, a, b, h, j, k, n; n := degree(f1,x); a := matrix(n,n);
for j from 1 to n do ### Sylvester's matrix, mod p^m ### if j = 1 then h := rem (f2, f1, x) mod pm else h := rem (x*h, f1, x) mod pm fi; for k from 1 to n do a n-j+1,k] := coeff(h,x,n-k) od od; a := hnfpm(a,pm); 
